Pulsed plasma polymerization for controlling shrinkage and surface composition of nanopores.
Solid-state nanopores have emerged as sensors for single molecules and these have been employed to examine the biophysical properties of an increasingly large variety of biomolecules. Herein we describe a novel and facile approach to precisely adjust the pore size, while simultaneously controlling the surface chemical composition of the solid-state nanopores. Specifically, nanopores fabricated using standard ion beam technology are shrunk to the requisite molecular dimensions via the deposition of highly conformal pulsed plasma generated thin polymeric films. The plasma treatment process provides accurate control of the pore size as the conformal film deposition depends linearly on the deposition time. Simultaneously, the pore and channel chemical compositions are controlled by appropriate selection of the gaseous monomer and plasma conditions employed in the deposition of the polymer films. The controlled pore shrinkage is characterized with high resolution AFM, and the film chemistry of the plasma generated polymers is analyzed with FTIR and XPS. The stability and practical utility of this new approach is demonstrated by successful single molecule sensing of double-stranded DNA. The process offers a viable new advance in the fabrication of tailored nanopores, in terms of both the pore size and surface composition, for usage in a wide range of emerging applications.